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ST RITA’S COLLEGE – TRINITY CENTRE
BRISBANE, QLD
St Rita’s College in Brisbane is one of the leading secondary schools in Brisbane,
encompassing first-class academic and vocational pathways to tertiary study and/or
employment for its students.
St Rita’s goal was to open a new innovative
learning precinct, the Trinity Centre, to resource
the learning, performance, examinations,
speaker programs, student social interaction,
and College-wide functions and events. Pro AV
Solutions were selected to provide a design &
construct value-engineered approach to
enhance the AV packages selected for the
building and assist the college in adopting a
new software-defined control approach which
would extend itself to existing room upgrades
and new works where required without
additional hardware costs.
The project was a very bespoke building design
and revolved around teaching the arts, so not
only needed to be innovative but agile and
reliable.
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Our overall aim was to
provide a new platform of
audiovisual solutions that
were well supported,
utilised structured networks
for content delivery and
featured smarter softwaredefined control to allow
more building control
elements made available to
user controls.
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The Trinity Centre provides exceptional learning
spaces for a range of vocational subjects and is
home to the performing arts and film, television,
and new media programs. The 400-seat
auditorium, equipped with the latest in audiovisual technology, offers our students a state-ofthe-art venue for drama, musical theatre,
ensemble, band, and solo performance, as well
as guest speakers and lectures, staff and student
meetings. The large and small musical
instruction rooms are welcomed by our music
individual teaching and ensemble staff.
Working closely with the customer Pro AV
brought in a production lighting specialist
and provided modelling to give everyone
confidence the additions would solve the
lighting deficiencies. User training on the
lighting system was also provided once all
upgrades were complete.
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